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TRANSLATION SEMIGROUPS AND THEIR LINEARIZATIONS 
ON SPACES OF INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS 

ANNETTE GRABOSCH 

ABSTRACT. Of concern is the unbounded operator A<f>/ = f' with nonlinear 
domain D(A<f» = {f E WI.I: /(0) = cJ>(f)} which is considered on the 
Banach space E of Bochner integrable functions on an interval with values in 
a Banach space F. Under the assumption that cJ> is a Lipschitz continuous 
operator from E to F, it is shown that A<f> generates a strongly continuous 
translation semigroup (T<f>(t))t>o. For linear operators cJ> several properties 
such as essential-compactness, positivity, and irreducibility of the semigroup 
(T<f>(t))t>o depending on the operator cJ> are studied. It is shown that if F is 
a Banach lattice with order continuous norm, then (TI<f>1 (t))t~O is the modulus 
semigroup of (T<f>(t))t>o. Finally spectral properties of A<f> are studied and 
the spectral bound s(A<f» is determined. This leads to a result on the global 
asymptotic behavior in the case where cJ> is linear and to a local stability result 
in the case where cJ> is Frechet differentiable. 

O. INTRODUCTION 

One of the basic examples in the theory of one-parameter semigroups on 
function spaces are semigroups which are generated by the first derivative on a 
suitable domain. 

At the beginning we want to review a particular simple example from the the-
ory of strongly continuous semigroups which eventually will lead us to introduce 
a general notion of translation semigroups. We consider the unbounded opera-
tor Ao given by Aol =!' with domain D(Ao) = {I E AC[ -1 ,0]: 1(0) = O} 
in the Banach space of Lebesgue-integrable functions E = L I [-1 , 0] . 

It is a straightforward computation to verify that Ao is the generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup (To(t))t>o of linear operators explicitly given by 
the formula -

(1) [To(t)f](x) = { ~(X + t) if x + t :5 0, 
if x + t > O. 
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Informally one can say that the semigroup (To(t))t>o shifts functions defined on 
the interval [-1 .0] to the left, "pushing in" the value 0 at the right endpoint 
of the interval [-1. 0] . 

With this idea in mind one verifies directly that (To(t) )t>o is a nilpotent 
semigroup, i.e., To(t) = 0 for t > 1 (which implies of course-the compactness 
of (To(t))t>o)' Another important property of (To(t))t>o is the positivity, 
which is gi;en since each operator To(t) maps positive fu~ctions of L I [-1 .0] 
onto positive functions. 

This simple example gives an idea of how first derivatives are connected 
to translations. It furthermore suggests the study of translations, where one 
"pushes in" values other than 0 from the right. These values may depend 
(linearly or nonlinearly) on the starting function. 

The purpose of this paper is to state the correspondence of such transla-
tions with first derivatives and to study diverse properties such as compactness, 
positivity, and irreducibility of the semigroup. These kinds of considerations 
are crucial in determining stability properties and asymptotic behavior of these 
translation semigroups, or, in other words of solutions of the corresponding 
Cauchy problems. Linearization methods lead to stability properties of equilib-
ria in the nonlinear case. 

Finally we will give some examples in which translations play an essential 
role in describing the dynamics of natural systems and where our results can 
be applied. Of special interest are applications to functional equations, for 
example, renewal equations and Volterra equations. 

Further applications and related considerations can be found in [18]. For 
the general correspondence between translation semigroups and first derivatives 
we refer also to [33 and 30]. Special translation semigroups on spaces of con-
tinuous functions were for the first time intensely studied by J. K. Hale [23] 
and afterwards by several others (see for example [14, 39, 7, 11, 8] and the the 
references therein). The special aspects of positivity are discussed in [17, 25, 
26 and 27] (see also [32, Section B-IV.3]). On spaces of integrable functions 
we refer to the references [10, 1, 3, 38, 40 and 41] which mention some of the 
many related considerations. 

1. FIRST DERIVATIVES AND TRANSLATION SEMIGROUPS 

In the introduction we observed that in a simple case the first derivative is 
the generator of a one-parameter semigroup of translations. This fact gives rise 
to the conjecture that the first derivative considered with a suitable domain on 
a suitable state space is always a generator of a semigroup having this property. 

Indeed the following results by A. T. Plant [33], resp. F. Martello [30], confirm 
this idea for first derivatives on the space of continuous functions on a closed 
interval with values in a Banach space, resp. on the space of Bochner integrable 
functions with values in a Banach space. For first derivatives on the space of 
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continuous functions C([ -r . 0]. F), where F is any Banach space and r < 00, 
A. T. Plant showed the following result. 

Proposition 1.1. Let A bean operator on C([-r.O].F) (r<oo) with D(A)~ 
C I ([ -r .0] . F) and Af = f' with the additional property that there exists w 
such that A - w is m-dissipative (i.e. A - w is dissipative and im(Id - aA) = E 
for small a > 0). Then A is a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
which satisfies 

{ f(t+S) ift+s<O. 
[T(t)f](s) = [T(t + s)f](O) if t + s ~ O. 

Led by this characterization F. Martello proved the corresponding result for 
semigroups on L 1([ -r .0]. F) where again F is a Banach space and r < 00. 

Proposition 1.2. Let A bean operator on LI([-r.O].F) (r< 00) with D(A) 
~ W I .1 := {f ELI ([ -r .0]. F): f is absolutely continuous. almost everywhere 
differentiable and J' ELI} and Af = J' with the additional property that there 
exists w such that A - w is m-dissipative. Then A is a generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup which satisfies [T(t)f](s) = f(t +s) for s with t +s < O. 

Martello proved this result by applying Proposition 1.1 to the restriction of 
A to the subspace C([-r. 0]. F) of LI([-r. 0]. F). 

For the rest of this paper we want to concentrate on the case where E = 
L 1(( -00.0]. F; ells ds) (1] ~ 0). The weight function ells is introduced to in-
clude equilibrium solutions other than 0 in the discussion of local stability in 
§4. 

Also it should be remarked that all of the following results remain valid if we 
consider our translation semigroups on L 1([ -r • 0] . F) where r < 00 instead. 
The formulations and proofs need only minor modifications. See [32 and 18] 
for a detailed discussion. 

First we want to ask, conversely to the statement of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, 
whether translation semigroups on E = LI((-oo. 0]. F;e lls ds) are generally 
generated by first derivatives. Although in §3 we will restrict our attention most 
often to linear translation semigroups, here we consider (as we have in the pre-
ceding two propositions) nonlinear strongly continuous semigroups and refer 
to the review article [15] and to the forthcoming book [16] of J. A. Goldstein 
for the corresponding definitions and results from the theory of nonlinear semi-
groups. 

Definition 1.3. A strongly continuous semigroup (T(t))t>o on the Banach space 
E = L 1((-00.0].F;e lls ds) is called a translation semigroup if [T(t)f](x) = 
f(x + t) for x + t < o. 

(Here and in the following discussion. equality usually means a.e. equality. ) 
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Our proof will follow closely the arguments of G. F. Webb [41] in the proof 
of his Proposition 3.1, where the following result is shown for a special type of 
translation semigroup. 

Proposition 1.4. Let E = L 1(( -00,0], F; ells ds) and let (T(t) )/>0 be a transla-
tion semigroup on E. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of (T(t»I>o' Then 
D(A) ~ Wi ,I and for f E D(A) we have Af = f'. -

Furthermore the map f 1--+ f(O) is continuous from (D(A) , II'II A) into F. 
Proof. Let f E D(A) with Af = III. For almost every a, b with a < b < 0 
we have 

Hence 

f(b) - f(a) = lim ! 
1-+0 t ( [b+t r+t ) Jb f(x)dx- Ja f(x)dx 

= ~~ + (i:: b f(x) dx -lb f(x) dX) 

1. 1 
= 1m-

1-+0 t 

I. 1 
= 1m-

1-+0 t 

(l b [f(t + x) - f(x)] dX) 

(l b [T(t)f(x) - f(x)] dX) 

= lb III(X) dx. 

f(b) = f(a) + lb lII(x) dx for almost every a E (-00 ,0) and b E (a, 0) . 

Thus we can choose an absolutely continuous representative f , such that f is 
a.e. differentiable and I' = III, i.e., f E Wi ,I . This proves that Af = III = f' . 

If f E Wi ,I then we especially have that f is continuous and thus f(O) 
exists. Furthermore the following estimate holds: 

Ilf(O)II F = II ~ iOo [f(s)e IlS + [0 :, (J(r)e ll') dr 1 dst 

:<: ~ t, II/(s) IIF e" ds + Ht/ :r (f(r)e") dr dSIl, 

~ ~ Ilfll£ + ~ iOo[O /II' (r)IIF ell' dr ds 

1 f O l° + (j -0 S Ilf(r)IIF l1ell' dr ds 
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~ ~ IIfllE + ~ iOe II/liE ds + ~ iOe IlfilE ds 

~ ~ IlfilE + II/liE + '1llfllE for every () > O. 

Thus IIf(O)II F ~ '1llfllE + Ilf'IIE and hence <1>: f f-+ f(O) is continuous from 
(D(A) , II·IIA ) into F. 0 

This result allows us to identify generators of translation semigroups with first 
derivatives and it is an essential tool in the proof of Proposition 3.10, where we 
will determine the modulus semigroup of some special translation semigroups. 

2. A SPECIAL TYPE OF TRANSLATION SEMIGROUP 

If we reformulate Proposition 1.4 we can say that generators of linear trans-
lation semigroups on E = L I (( -00, 0], F; e'ls ds) are of the form Af = f' with 
D(A) ~ {f E Wi ,I: f(O) = <I>(/)} =: D(fJ' where <1> is a bounded linear oper-
ator from (D(A) , II . II A ) into F. It is obvious that not all operators A with 
Af = / and D(A) = D(fJ are generators. If we choose for example <I> = Jo ' 
then f(O) = <1>(/) is trivially satisfied for any f, hence D(fJ = Wi ,I , and thus 
(A, D(fJ) is not a generator. Indeed D(fJ :J {f E Wi ,I: f(O) = O} implies that 
A. - A: D(fJ --+ E is not injective for any A. > O. 

There are at least two "types" of translation semigroups on L I which show 
different properties. We want to give two simple examples and then concentrate 
on one of these examples which we will study in a more general setting. 

Example 2.1. Let E = L I [-I ,0] and consider the operator Af = f' with 
domain D(A) = D(fJ, where <1>: D(A) --+ F is given by <1> f = f( -I). Then 
D(A) = {f E WI,I: f(O) = f(-I)}. It is well known that A is a generator 
of the "rotation semigroup" on E = L I [-I ,0] (see [32, Example A-I, 2.5] for 
details). 

Example 2.2. Let E = L 1 [-I ,0] and consider the operator Af = / with 
domain D(A) = D(fJ, where <1>: E --+ F is given by <1>f = J~I b(s)f(s)ds 
(b E L 00[_1 ,0]). Then D(A) = {f E Wi ,I: f(O) = J~ 1 b(s)f(s) ds}. This 
operator is studied for example in [34 and 42]. It is easy to show that A is the 
generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup (T(t))t>o. This semigroup 
plays an important role in the study of age-dependent population equations. 

In this paper we are concerned with describing semigroups of the second type. 
To do so we make the following standard assumptions which are valid in this 
or a more restrictive version throughout the rest of the paper and we will use 
this notation frequently without explicitly referring back. 
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Let F be a Banach space and let E = L I (( -00, 0], F; eY/s ds) be the space of 
Bochner integrable functions with values in F with norm 

for / E E. For further properties of the space E we refer to [12 and 29]. 
Let Cl> be a Lipschitz continuous operator from E into F. We define an 

unbounded operator A<tJ from E into E by 
A<tJ/ = j' 

with domain 

where Wi, I = Wi, I (( -00 , 0] , F ; eY/s ds) := {/ E E: / is absolutely continuous 
and almost everywhere differentiable with j' E E}. (In the case where F is 
reflexive, WI,1 = {/ E E: / is absolutely continuous}.) 

We will show that there exists a strongly continuous translation semigroup 
(T<tJ(t))t:2:0 such that 

(2) T<tJ(t)/ = lim [Id - ~A<tJ] -n / 
n---+oo n 

for / E E , 

i.e. A<tJ generates the semigroup (T<tJ(t))t>o in the sense of Crandall-Liggett (see 
[16]). This result is equivalent to an existence and uniqueness statement for the 
corresponding abstract Cauchy problem. For linear operators <I> (thus if the 
semigroup (T<tJ(t))t>o is linear) the Cauchy problem ftu(t) = A<tJu(t) , u(O) = 
/ E D(A<tJ) has a unique strong solution u given by u(t) = T<tJ(t)/. In the 
case of a nonlinear operator <I> (thus if the semigroup (T<tJ(t))t>o is nonlinear) 
one obtains mild solutions of the corresponding Cauchy problem for all / E E 
(see for example [15]). 

After studying this existence result, in the subsequent section we will examine 
properties such as positivity, irreducibility and compactness of the semigroup 
(T<tJ(t))t>o in the case where Cl> is linear. Furthermore we will study spec-
tral properties of the semigroup (T<tJ(t))t>o in order to deduce results on the 
asymptotic behavior. -

Finally we will apply a result of linearized stability by W. Desch and W. 
Schappacher for the semigroup (T<tJ(t))t>o under the assumption that Cl> is 
Frechet-differentiable in a neighborhood of an equilibrium point. 

The following existence result is similarly given by R. Villella-Bressan in [40]. 
The underlying Banach space considered there is L 1([ -r ,0] ,F) where r < 00 . 

Theorem 2.3. Let F be a Banach space, E = LI((-oo,O],F;eY/s ds) and let 
<1>: E --+ F be a Lipschitz continuous operator. The operator A<tJ is a generator 0/ 
a (nonlinear) semigroup (T<tJ(t))t:2:0 on E in the sense o/Crandall-Liggett. More 
precisely, the operators T<tJ(t) given by T<tJ(t)/ = limn---+oo[Id - ~A<tJ]-n/ for all 
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fEE define a strongly continuous semigroup such that II Tcf)(t)f - Tcf)(t)gIIE ~ 
eW1 IIf - gilE where 1JJ = II <1>11 Lip . (Here 1I<I>II Lip denotes the Lipschitz-constant 
of <1>.) 

Proof. In order to apply the theorem of Crandall-Liggett it suffices to show 
(a) there exists a constant w such that Acf) - w is dissipative; 
(b) im(Id - aA) = E for small a> 0; and 
(c) A is densely defined. 

(a) To show that there exists w such that Acf) - w is dissipative we use the 
concept of subdifferentials (see for example [32, Section A-II, 2]). 

Let NG (alternatively to II'IIG) denote the norm of a Banach space G. The 
set 

dNG(f) = {(:O Ed: II(:OIIGI ~ I, (f, (:0) = IlfllG} 
is called the subdifferential of the norm NG in f. By the theorem of Hahn-
Banach dN G(f) =I 0 . 

In our situation we are interested in the sets dNG(f) where either G is the 
Banach space E = L' (( -00,0], F; ells ds) or G is equal to F. 

Lemma 1. Let F be a Banach space, E = L'((-oo,O],F;ellSds). If (:0 E 
dN£(f) for fEE, then (:O(s) E dNF(f(s)) for almost every s E (-00,0]. 
Proof. It is known that E' = L 00(( -00,0], F' ,ellS ds) = {f: (-00,0] -+ F': 
f is a(F' ,F) measurable and s 1-+ eAS f(s) is a.e. uniformly bounded} . 

Thus L 00(( -00,0], F' ,ellS ds) S;; L 00(( -00,0], F' ,ellS ds) where equality 
holds for example if F is reflexive. (For a detailed discussion see for example 
[35, Chapter IV.7].) 

Let (:0 E dNE(f) ,i.e., (:0 E E' = L' [( -00 ,0] ,F' ,ellS ds]', (f, (:0) = Ilfll and 
11(:011 ~ 1. Hence (:0 is bounded and moreover 1I(:O(s)IIFf ~ 1 for almost every 
s E (-00 , 0]. Thus 

Hence 

[°00 Ilf(s)IIF ells ds = IIfll£ = [°00 (f(s) ,(:O(s))ellS ds 

~ [°00 Ilf(s)IIF '1I(:O(s)llF' ells ds 

~ [°00 Ilf(s)IIF ells ds '11(:011£1 

~ [°00 Ilf(s)IIF ells ds. 

[°00 (f(s) ,(:O(s))ellS ds = [°00 Ilf(s)IIF ells ds. 

Since 1I(:O(s)11 ~ 1 we have Ilf(s)11 - (f(s) , (:O(s)) ~ IIf(s)11 - Ilf(s)1I = 0 for 
almost every s E (-00,0]. Hence f~r [llf(s)11 - (f(s) , (:O(s))] ells ds = 0 implies 
Ilf(s)11 = (f(s) ,(:O(s)) for almost every s E (-00,0]. 
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Altogether we consequently have tp(s) E p' , Iltp(s)11 ~ 1 and (f(s) , tp(s)) 
= IIf(s)II for almost every s E (-00,0] which is equivalent to tp(s) E dNF(f(s)) 
for almost every s E (-00,0]. 0 

The following result will be needed in the proof of the dissipativeness of 
A<%>-w. 

Lemma 2. Let f E L'((-oo, O]. P;e"s ds) be an absolutely continuous function 
from (-00,0] into P and let 17' E dNE(f). Then IIf(·)II is almost everywhere 
differentiable and fs Ilf(s)II = (/(s) , tp(s)) almost everywhere. 

The proof of this lemma is a direct consequence of [24, Lemma 1.3]. 

Proof of Proposition 2.3 continued. (a) To show dissipativeness of A<%> - w for a 
constant w we have to show that for all f, g E D(A<%» and all IfI E dNE(f - g) 
we have (A<%>f - A<%>g , 1fI) ~ w IIf - gil. Thus let f, g E D(A<%» and let IfI E 
dNE(f - g). By Lemma 1 we have lfI(s) E dNF(f(s) - g(s)) for almost every 
s and thus 

(A<%>f - A<%>g , 1fI) = 1°00 ((f - g)' (s) , lfI(s))e"S ds 

= 1°00 [! IIf(s) - g(S)IIJ e"S ds 

where the second equality holds by Lemma 2 since f - g is absolutely contin-
uous. Thus we obtain: 

(A<%>f - A<%>g , 1fI) = IIf(O) - g(O)II - YJ 1°00 IIf(s) - g(s)II e"S ds 

~ 11<1> f - <l>gll since f ' g E D(A<%» and YJ 2': O. 
Thus (A<%>f - A<%>g, 1fI) ~ II<I>II Lip • IIf - gil which proves that A<%> - w is dissi-
pative if we choose w 2': II <1>11 Lip . 

(b) Let gEE. We have to show that there exists f E D(A<%» such that 
f - aA<%>f = g for small a > O. The identity f - aA<%>f = g is formally 
equivalent to f' = 1 f - 1 g . 

fl (1 

Under the assumption f E D(A<%» this ordinary differential equation yields 
( t ~ 0 ): 

(3) f(t) = //"<I>(f) + .!. 1° e(I-S)/"g(s) ds. 
a I 

Let V : E -+ E be defined by V f(t) := //"<I>(f) + 1 flO eU-S)/"g(s) ds. Let 
u n: n: JJ 

f ,h E E. Then 

II v,,! - V"hll = 1°00 II v,,!(t) - V"h(t)11 e,,1 dt 

= 1°00 el/" II<I>(f) - <I>(h) II e,,1 dt 
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a 
= 1 + art . I! cI>1! Lip ·llf -hI! . 

This shows that Va is a strict contraction if a is small enough. By the fixed 
point theorem of Banach, there exists a unique fixed point ] with Va] = ] . 
Hence 1(0) = ~J(O) = <I>(f) , and thus] E D(A<lJ) . 

By the construction preceding formula (3), (Id - aA<lJ)] = g and hence] = 
(Id - aA<lJ)-1 g. 

For abbreviation we define operators J: g :=] = (Id - aA<lJ)-1 g in analogy 
to the definition of the resolvent operator in the case of linear operators. (More 
precisely, if <I> is linear J: = ±R(± ,A<lJ)') 

(c) It remains to show that D(A<lJ) is dense in L I . It is easy to show that Ao 
is a linear operator and that 

o 1 fO (i-5)/a J g(t) = - e g(s) ds for gEE. 
" a t 

Moreover Ao is the generator of a semigroup (To(t))t>o' (The explicit formula 
for (To(t))t>o is formula (1) in the introduction.) In-particular Ao is densely 
defined and-thus J~g --t g for all gEE if a --t O. Let gEE. We will show 
that lim,,-+o J(~ g = g . 

Using the computations of part (b) we obtain 

g(t) - (J: g)(t) = g(t) - //a(J: g)(O) - J~g(t). 

If we denote bye). the function e). (t) = it , then 

Ilg - J(~ gilE ~ Ih/,,' J: g(O)IIE + Ilg - J~gt 
~ 1 +aart II<I>(J: g)t + Ilg - J~gIIE 

~ 1 +a art [11cI>IILiP ·IIJ: g - gt + 1!cI>(g)IIF] + Ilg - J~gIIE . 
Hence 

or equivalently 

Ilg - J: gt $ 1 _ ~ 1!<I>II Lip . L +a art 11cI>(g)IIF + IIg - J~gt] . 

As we remarked before lima->o J~g = g. Together with lima-+o l+aa'l = 0 this 

yields lim,,-+o IIg - J: gllE = O. 0 

Corollary 2.4. The semigroup (T<lJ(t))t>o is a translation semigroup. Further-
more (T<lJ(t))t~O satisfies the following Identity: Let gEE, then 

{ g(x + t) if x + t < 0, 
(4) [T<lJ(t)g](x) = <I>(T<lJ(x+t)g) ifx+t2:0, 
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(5) 

(6) 
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= [TO(t)]g(X) + { ~(TCl>(X + t)g) 

= [TO(t)]g(X) + { ~(g) 
[TCl>(x + t)g](O) 

=: [TO(t)g](X) + [S(t)g](X) , 

ijx+t<O, 
ifx+t?O, 

ifx+t<O, 
if x + t = 0, 
if x + t > 0, 

where the operator family (S(t))t~O is defined by the last identity. 

Remark. We call formula (4) (resp. (5)) the "translation property" of (T(t))t>o 
and will use this property frequently in the sequel. -

Sketch of the proof. Solving the Cauchy problem corresponding to 
(TCl>(t))t~O by integration along characteristi:s one can show that there exists 
a family of Lipschitz continuous operators (T(t))t~O on E which satisfies 

_ { g(x + t) if x + t < 0, 
[T(t)g](x) = -

<I>(T(x + t)g) if x + t ? 0, 
for all gEE, 

such that additionally T(t)g = TCl>(t)g for all g E D(ACl»' (See [18] for 
details.) By the continuity of TCl>(t) one thus gets TCl>(t)g = T(t)g for all 
gEE and hence 

- { g(x + t) if x + t < 0, 
[TCl>(t)g](x) = [T(t)g](x) = <I>(T(x + t)g) if x + t ? 0, 

{ g(x + t) if x + t < 0, 
- <I>(TCl>(x + t)g) if x + t ? 0, 

for all gEE. 

Let t> 0 be fixed. For x, x' ? -t we have 

II TCl>(t)g(x) - TCl>(t)g(x')t = 11<I>(TCl>(t + x)g) - <I>(T(t + x')g)IIF 

::; 1I<I>II LiP ·11 TCl>(t + x)g - TCl>(t + x')gIIE . 

By the strong continuity of (TCl>(t))t>o continuity of the map x 1-+ T(t)g(x) 
from [-t, 0] into F follows. In particular we have <I>(T(t + x)g) = <I>(g) 
if t + x = 0 and TCl>(x + t)g(O) = <I>(TCl>(x + t)g) if x + t > O. Thus the 
representation in formula (5) follows. 0 

The translation property (4) and the decomposition (6) for the semigroup 
(TCl>(t))t>o is essential for the study of properties of (TCl>(t))t>o in terms of 
<1>. - -
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3. SOME PROPERTIES OF (T<I>(t))t2::0 

We adopt the notation of the last section. Consider the semigroup (T<I>(t))t>o 
on the Banach space -

£ = Li((_oo.O],F;e'lS ds) 

with the corresponding generator A<I>. The discussion of some important prop-
erties of the semigroup (T<I>(t))t>o is led by the idea that properties of <I> may 
be passed onto the semigroup via the representation in formula (6). 

We start our discussion for the case where <I> and thus (T<I>(t))t>o is linear. 
Corresponding results for the nonlinear case (if applicable) are also stated and 
should be seen as independently but similarly obtained results. 

We will consider the following properties: 
(a) Compactness; 
(b) Positivity; 
(c) Irreducibility; 
(d) Domination; 
(e) Localization of the spectrum; 
(f) Linearization in the nonlinear case. 
In this section we assume that <I> E 2"(£ . F) is a linear bounded operator 

if not stated otherwise. 
For A> -'1 we define a family of operators <1>,\ on F which is induced by <I> 

in the following way. For x E F we define <I>,\x := <I>(/·x). For convenience 
we denote the map t ....... eAt x by e,\ Q<) x (x E F), thus <I>,\x = <I>(e). Q<) x). 

It is easy to verify that A> -'1 implies that e,\ Q<)x E £ and thus <1>,\ E 2"(F). 
Furthermore since <I> is a linear operator from £ into F the resolvent of A<I> 
is given by 

for f E £ and large A, where 

R(A. Ao)f(t) = 10 
/(I-s) f(s) ds 

for f E £, A> -'1 and t E (-00.0]. Indeed, Af - A<I>f = g is equivalent to 
f(t) = /t f(O) + R(A. Ao)g(t). Since f E D(A<I» we have f(O) = <1>(/) = 
<I>,\f(O) + <l>R(A . Ao)g. Thus we obtain that f(O) = R( I . <I>,\)<I>R(A • Ao)g for 
large A, since R( I . <1>,\) exists for large A. Hence R(A. A<I»g = f is of the 
given form (compare also formula (3)). 

(a) Compactness. Let <I> E 2"(£ . F) be a compact operator. It is evidently not 
true that (T<I>(t))t>o is eventually compact (i.e. T<I>(t) compact for large t). 
For fixed t and f-E £ we have by formula (4) that T<I>(t)f(x) = f(x+t) for x 
with x ::; -{. Thus the operator T<I>(t) is not compact, even if <I> is compact. 
By the same reason one can also not expect eventually weak compactness of the 
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semigroup under the assumption that <I> is weakly compact. (This argument 
does not hold in the Banach space E = L 1 ([ -r ,0] ,F ; e"s ds) with r < 00.) 

Thus instead of eventual compactness we will study under which conditions on 
<I> the semigroup (T<t>(t))t>o has a weaker compactness property. For this we 
introduce the notion of essential compactness. (See also [32, Section C-IV, 2] 
where the strongly related concept of quasi-compactness is used: Indeed, if a 
semigroup (T(t))t>o is essentially compact, then the rescaled semigroup given 
by T(t):= e-w(T(tli·tT(t) is for t ;::: 0 quasi-compact.) 

Definition 3.1. A semigroup (T<t>(t))t>o is called essentially compact (resp. es-
sentially weakly compact) if T(t) = R(t) + S(t) for all t, where (R(t))t>o is 
a strongly continuous semigroup, the operators S(t) are compact (resp. weakly 
compact) and furthermore w(R(t)) < w(T(t)). 

Recall that w(T(t)) = w(A) = inf{ w: II T(t)11 ::; Me wt , M ;::: O}, and 
s(A) = sup{ ReA: A E a(A)} if a(A) =I- 0 and s(A) = -00 if a(A) = 0. 
The constant w(A) determines the growth of the semigroup (T(t))t>o' In gen-
eral s(A) ::; w(A) , but in certain cases equality holds. This and further notation 
concerning the spectral properties of bounded linear operators and strongly con-
tinuous linear semigroups can be found in [32 and 21] for example. 

Essential compactness is a very useful tool in determining asymptotic behav-
ior of semigroups. It implies that w(T(t)) = s(A), where A is the generator of 
(T(t))t>o' Furthermore, under the assumption that the semigroup (T(t))t>o is 
essentially compact, the boundary spectrum ao(A) := {A.: ReA = s(A)} con-
sists of poles of the resolvent of A with finite dimensional residue. The same is 
true for essentially weakly compact semigroups, if the underlying Banach space 
possesses the Dunford-Pettis property (thus for example for L 1 and C(K) 
spaces). See [34, 35 and 42] for details. 

For the semigroup (T<t>(t))t?:o of concern we obtain the following result: 

Proposition 3.2. Let <I> E 2'(E ,F) such that <l>oAo has a continuous extension 
from E to F (which we denote by [<I> 0 AoD. Furthermore let <I> be compact 
(resp. weakly compact) and let s(A<t» > -11. Then the semigroup (T<t>(t))t>o is 
essentially compact (resp. essentially weakly compact). -
Proof. We use the following variant of the theorem of ArzeUt-Ascoli. 

Lemma. Let F be a Banach space. A subset B ~ C([ -r ,0] ,F) is compact 
(resp. relatively weakly compact) if 

(a) B is equibounded, 
(b) B is equicontinuous, 
(c) {f(x): fEB} is relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact). 

By formula (4) (resp. (6)) we know that T<t>(t) = To(t) + S(t) for every t, 
where 

{ <I>(T<t>(x + t)f) if x + t > 0, 
[ S ( t ) f] (x) = 0 if x + t ~ O. 
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Let t> 0 be fixed. Let U be the unit ball of L 1(( -00,0], F; elJs ds). We show 
that S(t)U is relatively compact (relatively weakly compact) in C([-t, 0], F) 
and thus in L 1(( -00,0], F; elJs ds) , hence that S(t) is compact. 

For x 2: -t we have [S(t)f](x) = <I>(T<1l(x + t)f). Thus 

sup II[S(t)f](x)II F ~ sup 11<1>11 ·11 T<1l(x + t)fll£ 
xE[-t ,0] xE[-t,O] 

~ sup 11<1>11· ell<1lIl(XH) • IIfll£ 
XE[-t,O] 

= 11<1>11 . ell <1lllt • IIfll£ ~ 11<1>11 . ell<1lllt uniformly for fEU. 

This proves the equiboundedness. To show the equicontinuity we observe that 

[S(t)f](x) = <I>(T<1l(x + t)f - f) + <1>(/) = <I> ( A<1l foxH T<1l(s)f dS) + <I>(f) 

= [<I> 0 A<1l] (fox+t T<1l(s)f dS) + <I>(f) , 

Thus we obtain 

II[S(t)f](x) - [S(t)f](y)II F = 11<1> 0 A<1l (i:~t T<1l(s)f dS) t ' 
Now [<I> 0 Ao] is bounded by assumption. One can easily see that this is true 

if and only if <I> 0 A<1l has a continuous extension [<I> 0 A<1l] from E to F . (For 
a detailed discussion of this assumption and its consequences see [19].) Thus 

II[S(t)f](x) - [S(t)f](y)II F ~ 11[<1> 0 A<1l]II·lx- yl·e"<1l ll t ·lIfll£ ~ M ·Ix - yl·llfll£ 

which converges to 0 if Ix - yl --> 0, uniformly for fEU. This proves the 
equicontinuity of S (t) U . 

It remains to show that ([S(t)f](x): fEU} is relatively compact (relatively 
weakly compact) in F for any x E [-t ,0]. But this follows directly from the 
corresponding compactness assumption on <1>. 

Altogether we know that T<1l(t) = To(t) + S(t) for t 2: 0, where (To(t))t>o 
is a strongly continuous linear semigroup with w(To(t)) = -'1 and S(t) IS 
compact (resp. weakly compact). By assumption s(A<1l) > -'1, thus w(T<1l(t)) 2: 
s(A<1l) > -'1 = w(To(t)) which implies that (T<1l(t)\>o is essentially compact 
(resp. essentially weakly compact). 0 -

Remark 3.3. If we consider the Banach space E = L 1([ -r , 0] , F ; elJs ds) with 
r < 00, then compactness of <I> implies eventually compactness of (T<1l(t))t>o 
and, analogously, weak compactness of <I> implies eventually weak compactness 
of (T<1l(t))t>o. This can be proved using the same argument as in the proof of 
the proposition. 

(b) Positivity. Let F be a Banach lattice. Under the canonical order induced 
by the order of F the Banach space E = L 1(( -00,0], F; elJs ds) is a Banach 
lattice as well (see [35]). The positivity of the semigroup (T<1l(t))t>o can be 
described in terms of <I> and vice versa. -
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Proposition 3.4. Let F be a Banach lattice and <I> E Y(E ,F). The lollowing 
assertions are equivalent: 

(i) <I> is positive, i.e. c'P I ~ 0 if I ~ O. 
(ii) The semigroup (Tct>(t))t>o is positive. 
(iii) The resolvent R(A, Act>f is positive lor large A. 

Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is well known (see e.g. [32, Proposi-
tion B-II, 1.1]). 

"(i) => (iii)" Since R(A, Act» = R(A, Ao) + e;. 0 R(l ,<I>;.)c'PR(A, Ao) the posi-
tivity of R(A, Act» follows by the positivity of the operators R(A, Ao) ,<I> and 
R(I,c'P;.). 

"(ii) => (i)" Let (Tct>(t))t>o be positive and assume c'P is not positive. Then 
there exists lEE + such that <1>1 ¢. F + ' in particular there exists x' E F: ' 
x' i- 0 such that (<I> I, x') = -I . 

Let In := * fd/ n Tct>(t)1 ds (n E IN). Then In E D(Act» and In ....... I· 
Furthermore IE E+ implies that In E E+ for large n. Since In E D(Act» we 
thus have c'PUn) = In(O) E F+. On the other hand (<I>ln ,x') ....... (c'P1 ,x') =-1 
which is a contradiction to the positivity of c'PUn). 0 

Again we have a nonlinear version. 

Proposition 3.5. Let <I> be a positive Lipschitz continuous (nonlinear) map Irom 
E to F. Then (Tct>(t))t~O is a positive semigroup. 

The proof follows similarly to the first part of the preceding proposition, by 
showing the positivity of the operators J; because the operators Tct>(t) are 
given by the relation Tct>(t) = limn~oo[J~nt (see formula (2)). Indeed, for 
positive functions lEE and Q > 0 we showed that J; I is the fixed point 
of the positive operator Va' thus positive. 

(c) Irreducibility. A strong positivity property for a semigroup is irreducibil-
ity. It assures the simplicity of poles of the resolvent of generators A (see [32, 
Proposition C-III, 3.5]) and is thus important in the study of asymptotic behav-
ior of semigroups. For a discussion of irreducibility, quasi-interior points and 
lattice-ideals we refer the reader to the book of H. H. Schaefer [35, Chapters 11.2, 
11.6 and 11.8]. 

Definition 3.6. A linear semigroup (T(t))t>o on a Banach lattice E is called 
irreducible, il lor all E '3 I> 0 U E E+ ~ I i- 0) and all E' '3 rp > 0 (rp E 
E: ,rp i- 0) there exists t > 0 such that (T(t)/, rp) > O. A bounded operator 
T on a Banach lattice is called irreducible, if the semigroup {Tn: n E IN } is 
irreducible. 

Remark. A very illustrative equivalent definition for irreducibility of a semi-
group is that there exists no nontrivial closed T(t)-invariant lattice ideal. If 
the Banach lattice E has order continuous norm (in particular if E = L P ) this 
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means that one cannot decompose the E such that E = EI EB E2 where EI 
and E2 are proper closed ideals in E, and that T(t) is of the form 

( TIOI (t) T12 (t)) 
T22 (t) 

(see also [32, Definition C-III, 3.1]). 

Proposition 3.7. Let F be a Banach lattice and let <P E £>(E ,F) be strictly 
positive (i.e. f> 0 implies <Pf> 0). Furthermore let <p;. be irreducible for 
some A> -'1. Then (T<t>(t))t20 is irreducible. 

For the proof we need the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 3. Let E be a Banach lattice and (T(t))t>o a strongly continuous semi-
group with generator A. The following assertions-are equivalent: 

(i) (T(t))t>o is irreducible. 
(ii) For some (every) A> s(A) the resolvent R(A, A) is irreducible. 
(iii) For some (every) A> s(A) we have R(A, A)f is a quasi-interior point of 

E+ whenever f> 0 (i.e. for all E' 3 'I' > 0 we have (R(A, A)f ,'I') > 0). 

A proof of this result can be found for example in [32, C-III, 3.1]. 

Let us now consider our special situation again. The following statement is 
true: 

Lemma 4. Let x be a quasi-interior point of F +' Then e;. ®x is a quasi-interior 
point of L 1 (( -00,0], F; e'7S ds)+. 
Proof. Let x be a quasi-interior point of F +. Hence the ideal Ix which 
is generated by x is dense in F (see [35, Definition 11.6.1] for this equiv-
alent condition). Since e;. is a quasi-interior point of L 1 (( -00 ,0]; e'7S ds)+ 
the ideal Ie is dense in L 1 (( -00 , 0]; e'7S ds) +' Hence Ie ® I x is dense in 
L 1 (( -00 , 0] ~ e'ls dS)®nF . But Ie;.Q!)x ;2 Ie;. ® Ix implies that Ie;Q!)x is dense in E 
and hence that e;. ® x is a quasi-interior point of E +' 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.7. By Lemma 3 it is sufficient to show that the resol-
vent R(A, A<t» is irreducible. First we show that R( 1 ,<PJ<PR(A ,Ao)f is a 
quasi-interior point of F + for large A whenever E 3 f > O. For f > 0 the 
explicit formula for R(A, Ao) shows that R(A, Ao)f > 0, hence due to the 
strict positivity of <P we have <PR(A, Ao)f> O. If we choose A large such that 
r(<P;.) < 1 , then the irreducibility of R( 1 ,<p;.) follows from the irreducibility of 
<p;. . Altogether we thus have by Lemma 3 that R( 1 ,<PJ<PR(A, Ao)f is a quasi-
interior point of F +' By Lemma 4 this implies that e;. ® R( 1 ,<P;.)<PR(A , Ao)f 
is quasi-interior point of E + . 

Since R(A, Ao) is positive, R(A, Ao)f + e). ® R( 1 ,<PJ<PR(A ,Ao)f is a quasi-
interior point of E+ as well. Now Lemma 3 implies that R(A, A<t» = R(A, Ao)+ 
e;. ® R(l ,<P;.)<PR(A, Ao) is an irreducible operator on E. 0 
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Remark. The assumptions of Proposition 3.7 are sufficient but not necessary 
for the irreducibility of (T(t))t>o' Indeed the assumption that <l> is strictly 
positive is very strong as the foliOwing example shows. 

Example. Let F = IR, E = Ll(IR_) and let <l> E 5?(E,F) be given by 
<l>f = f~ooP(s)f(s)ds where P(s) = 0 for s E (-n-l, -n], n = 0,2,4, ... , 
and P(s) = 1 for s E (-n - 1 , - n], n = 1 ,3,5, .... Then <l>;.: IR -+ IR is 
of the form 

rO 00 r-2k - 1 
<1>;. (c) = 1- p(s)iSds'C=Ll_ iSds·c>O 

-00 k=O -2k-2 

and thus irreducible, but <I> is not strictly positive since <l> f = 0 for any 
function f with 

00 

suppf ~ U(-2k - 1, - 2k]. 
k=O 

On the other hand (T<l>(t))t>o is irreducible. This can be verified by considering 
all possible ideals which are invariant under the left-shift (To(t))t>o' thus of 
the form Ir = {f ELI (IR_): f(s) = 0 for almost every s E [-r ,OJ} . 

By formulas (4)-(6) we know that for all fEE and x E (-00,0] 

T<l>(t)f(x) = To(t)f(x) + S(t)f(x) 

{ 0 if t + x < 0, 
= To(t)f(x) + <l>(To(t + x)f) if t + x ~ 0, 

= To(t)f(x) + { ~(S(t + x)f) 
if t + x < 0, 
if t + x ~ O. 

Let 0 < f E I r , then f(x) > 0 for x E M where M ~ (-oo,r) is a set 
with positive Lebesgue measure J1(M) > O. This implies that there exist t > 0 
and n E { 1 ,3,5, ... } such that J1(M_ t n (-n - 1 , - n]) > 0 (where M_ t = 
{-t+m: mEM})and To(t+x)f(z) >0 for zEM_tn(-n-l, -n]. Thus 
<l>(To(t + x)f) > 0 and hence T<l>(t)f(x) > 0 which implies the irreducibility 
of (T<l>(t))t>o' 

This simple example gives the idea for the formulation and the proof of 
the following very technical proposition which is in applications often more 
appropriate than Proposition 3.7. 

Proposition 3.8. For every f > 0, there exist l > 0 and e > 0 such that 
<l>(To(t)f) is a quasi-interior point of F+, whenever t E [l- e, l + e]. Then 
(T<l>(t))t~O is irreducible. 

Proof. Let 0 < fEE and 0 < ({J E E' = LOa (( -00 , 0] , F' ; eY/s ds) and choose 
l > 0 and e > 0 such that the assertions of the proposition are satisfied. 
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Since rp > 0 there exists a set N with J.l(N) > 0 such that rp(x) > 0 for all 
x EN. Choose Xo E N (notice that -00 < Xo < 0) such that 

J.l(N n [xo ,xo + eD > O. 

Let i:= l - Xo . 
By formula (4) we have for all t ~ 0 that 

Thus 

{ f(x + t) 
T~(t)f(x) = <J>(T~(x + t)f) 

if x + t < 0, 
if x + t ~ O. 

(T~(i)f, rp) = iOoo (T~(i)f(x), rp(x)) dx 

= i: (f(x + i) ,rp(x)) dx + i: (ct>(T~(x + i)f) ,rp(x)) dx 

~ i: (ct>(To(x + i)f) ,rp(x)) dx + i: (<J>(S(x + i)f) , rp(x)) dx 

> f (<J>(To(x + i)f) ,rp(x)) dx , 
Nn[xo .XoHJ 

since -i = xo-l S; xO' But x+i ~ xo+i = land x+i S; xo+e+i = l+e, thus 
the integrand is positive on a set of measure > 0, thus (T(i)f, rp) > O. 0 

(d) Domination. In this part we want to study a property which is very much re-
lated to positivity. In order to find conditions for stability of a given semigroup 
one tries to compare it with other semigroups, for example, one is interested 
in semigroups which dominate the original one. A more technical question is, 
whether one can find a smallest such dominating semigroup. 

In general these two questions are answered negatively, neither a dominating 
nor a smallest dominating semigroup must exist. For examples we refer to [3]. 

Definition 3.9. Let E be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. (Banach 
lattices with order continuous norm are for example L P (p < 00) and co' see 
[35, Chapter 11.5] for a complete discussion.) 

(a) The semigroup (T(t))t>o dominates the semigroup (S(t))t>o if IS(t)fl S; 
T(t)lfl for all fEE, t ~ ° -: -

(b) A semigroup (T(t))t>o dominating (S(t))t>o is called modulus semigroup 
of (S(t))t>o' if (T(t))t>o- is dominated by any other semigroup dominating 
(S(t))t~o'- -

Lemma 5. Let F be an order complete Banach lattice, 
I t/sd E = L ((-oo,O],F;e s). 
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Furthermore let <1>. 'I' E Y(E • F). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 1<1> fl ~ '¥Ifl for all fEE. i.e. 'I' dominates <1>. and 
(ii) IT<r>(t)fl ~ T'¥(t) If I for all fEE. t 2: O. i.e. (T'¥(t))t>o dominates 

(T<r>(t))(~o' -
Proof. "(i) => (ii)" We show that the resolvent of A<r> is dominated by the re-
solvent of A,¥ (see [32, Proposition C-II, 4.1]). For large A we have 

and 

R(A. A,¥)f = eA Q9 R(I . '¥A)'¥R(A. Ao)f + R(A. Ao)f. 

Let fEE. Then the following estimate holds: 

IR(A. A<r»fl ~ leA Q9 R( I . <l>A)<I>R(A. Ao)fl + IR(A. Ao)fl 

~ eA Q9IR(I. <l>A)<I>R(A. Ao)fl + R(A. Ao)lfl 

~ eA Q9 R( I . '¥A)I<I>R(A. Ao)fl + R(A. Ao)lfl 

~ eA Q9 R(I . '¥A)'¥R(A. Ao)lfl + R(A. Ao)lfl 

= R(A. A'¥)lfi. 

Thus R()' .. A<r» is dominated by R(A. A'¥) . 
"(ii) => (i)" The assertion is a consequence of the translation property, thus 

recall that 

{ g(x + t) if x + t ~ O. 
(7) T<r>(t)g(x) = <I>(T<r>(x + t)g) if x + t > O. for all gEE. 

Let fEE. By (ii) we have IT<r>(t)fl ~ T'¥(t)lfl for all t> 0, fEE. Hence 
I T<r>(t)f(x) I ~ T'¥(t)lfl(x) for almost every x E (-00.0]. By formula (7) we 
get 

1<I>(T<r>(t + x)f)1 ~ '¥(T'¥(t + x)lfl) for x with x + t > 0 . 
Let e > 0 and let t. x be given with t + x = e such that 1<I>(T<r>(e)f)1 ~ 
'¥(T,¥(e)lfl) for x with x + t > O. By the continuity of 1·1 and <I> we have 
that lime-+o 1<I>(T<r>(e))f)1 = 1<1>(1)1 and lime-+o 1'¥(T,¥(e))f)1 = 1'1'(1)1. Thus 
the above estimate implies 1<1>(1)1 ~ '¥Ifl. 0 

The following result is proved in [3]. 

Lemma 6. Let (T(t))t>o be a strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach lattice 
E with order continuous norm. If there exists a dominating semigroup, then there 
exists a modulus semigroup of (T(t))(?o' 

Proposition 3.10. Let F be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm and 
E = L 1(( -00.0]. F;e'1S ds). Let <I> E Y(E, F) be a regular operator (i.e. 
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<I> = <1>1 - <1>2 where <l>i is positive (i = 1,2)). Then the semigroup (1j<1>I(t))t~O 

is the modulus semigroup of (T<1>(t))t~o' 

Proof. Since <I> is regular we have that 1<1>1, given by 

1<I>Ih = sup{ l<I>gl : Igl ::; h} 

for h E E +, exists. Moreover 1<1>1 is the smallest bounded linear operator 
majorizing <I> (see [35, Chapter IV.I]). The first assertion that (1j<1>I(t))t~O 

dominates (T<1>(t))t>o thus follows from Lemma 5, since l<I>fl ::; I<I>IIfl, thus 
IT<1>(t)fl ::; 1j<1>I(t)IJI for all fEE. Moreover we also showed in Lemma 5 
("(ii) => (if') that (1j<1>I(t))t~O is the smallest semigroup of the form (T'¥(t))t~O 

which dominates (T <1> (t) ) t >0 . 

The assumption that F is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm 
implies that E is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm as well. By 
Lemma 6 there exists a modulus semigroup (S(t))t>o of (T<1>(t))t>o' Thus we 
have --

for all fEE, 

hence 

for almost every x E (-00 , 0] . 

By the translation property (4), which is valid for (T<1>(t))t~O and for (1j<1>1 (t) )t~O 
we thus have 

(a) If(x + t)1 ::; S(t)lfl(x) ::; Ifl(x + t) if x::; -t; and 
(b) 1<I>(T<1>(t + x)f)1 ::; S(t)lfl(x) ::; 1<I>1(1j<1>I(t + x)f) if x ~ -t. 

By estimate (a) we get S(t)lfl(x) = If(x+t)1 for x::; -t. Since f = f+ - f- , 
we have S(t)f(x) = S(t)f+(x) -S(t)f-(x) = f+(x+t) - f-(x+t) = f(x+t) 
if x ::; -t. Thus (S(t))t>o is a translation semigroup on E (see Definition 1.3). 

Let t ~ 0 fixed. For almost every x ~ -t we have by estimate (b) that 

(8) IIS(t)f(x)IIF = IIS(t)f+(x) -S(t)f-(x)IIF 

::; II S(t)f+(x)IIF + II S(t)f-(X)t 

::; 11<1>11 • MI ·lIf+ t + 11<1>11 . M2 'lI f -IiE 

::; M3 . (lIf+IIE + IIf-IIE) ::; MllfilE 

for constants MI ' M2 ,M3 and M and all fEE. 
Let B be the generator corresponding to the semigroup (S(t))t>o' Then by 

Proposition 1.4 D(B) ~ W I .1 and Bf = j' for f E D(B). Sinc~ f E D(B) 
implies S(t)f E D(B) , we have that S(t)f is continuous. 
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We thus can evaluate S(t)1 at 0 and moreover obtain by the above es-
timate (8) that IIS(t)/(O)IIF ~ M lilliE and especially II/(O)IIF ~ M lilliE' 
Thus I f-+ 1(0) is a continuous map from (D(B) , II'IIE ) into F, thus by con-
tinuation 1(0) = '1'(/) for an operator 'I' E .5?(E ,F) whenever I E D(B) . 
Hence D(B) ~ {I E Wi ,I: 1(0) = 'I'(/)} =: D. On the other hand we know 
by Theorem 2.3 that BI =!' with domain D is a generator, thus D(B) = D 
and B = A'I" As already remarked this implies 'I' = 1<1>1, since (11<l>1(t))/2:0 is 
the smallest semigroup of this form which dominates (T<l>(t))/2:o' 0 

Proposition 3.11. Let <I> be a Lipschitz-continuous operator from E into F 
and let 'I' E .5?(E ,F) be linear such that 1<1> II ~ '1'1/1 lor all lEE. Then 
IT<l>(t)/1 ~ T'I'(t)1/1 lor all lEE. 

One can prove this result similarly to "(i) =* (ii)" of Lemma 5 using the op-
erators J,~ instead of the resolvent operator R(A, A<l»' By estimating IJ; 11-
J,;I/I one obtains using Gronwalls inequality that 

(Id - ell" @ 'I')(IJ; II - J,;I/I) ~ O. 

Then IJ(~ II-J,;I/I ~ 0 follows, since for small Q the operator (Id-e l/,,@'I')-1 
exists and is positive. (For details see [18].) 

(e) Localization of the spectrum. Let F be a Banach lattice. Furthermore let 
E = L 1(( -00, OJ, F; ells ds) as usual. By Proposition 3.4 we know that the 
positivity of <I> is equivalent to the positivity of the semigroup (T<l>(t))/>o' 
Thus, using the Perron-Frobenius theory for positive operator semigroups and 
especially the results of G. Greiner (see [32, Chapters C-III and C-IV]) one 
can prove the following proposition which characterizes the spectrum of the 
generator A<l> on the Banach lattice E in terms of the operators <1>" on the 
much "smaller" Banach lattice F . Indeed, if F = IR the location of the spectral 
bound s(A<l» reduces to solving a simple real valued equation, also called the 
characteristic equation, since it most often characterizes the asymptotic behavior 
of the semigroup. 

For a moment let us consider the general setting, where F is a Banach space 
and <I> E .5?(E ,F) is not necessarily positive. 

It is easy to determine the point spectrum of A<l>' One can show that for 
A> -t/ 

A E Pa(A<l» if and only if 1 E Pa(<1>,,). 

(In all considerations concerning the spectrum - t/ is a distinguished point, since 
a(Ao) = {A E IR: ReA ~ -t/} as one easily verifies.) 

Indeed A<l>1 = AI with D(A<l» 3 I =F 0 implies that <I>"/(O) = 1(0) and 
conversely <1>"x = x with F 3 x =F 0 implies that A<l>1 = AI for 1:= e" @ x . 

A similar relation holds for the entire spectrum and for the spectral bound 
of A<l> if F is a Banach lattice and <1> ~ O. Summarizing we can state the 
following result: 
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Proposition 3.12. Let F be a Banach space, E = L'((-oo, 0], F;e lls ds) and 
<l>E2'(E,F). Then 1 El?(<I>}) implies AEl?(A<Il)' 

Under the additional assumption that <I>(D(Ao)) = F or that <1>", is compact 
for all A > -t7 we have that for every A E C with ReA> -t7 the following 
equivalence holds: 

(9) A E a(A<Il) iJ and only if 1 E a (<1>",) . 

If F is a Banach lattice and <I> a positive operator and additionally A 1-+ r(<I>;) 
is a strictly decreasing, continuous map (r(<I>",) spectral radius of <l>J, then the 
spectral bound of A<Il can be determined by the equivalence: 

< < 
( 10) A = s(A<Il) if and only if 1 = r(<I>}). 

> > 

In particular AO = s(A<Il) is the unique real solution of r(<I>;) = 1 . 

We will refer to (10) sometimes as the "characteristic equation". 
The proof of this proposition for the case E = L' ([ -1 ,0] ,F) can be 

found in [32, Proposition C-IV, 3.6] and can easily be modified to fit our 
situation, where E = L' (( -00,0], F; ells ds). In more detail the case E = 
L'((-oo, 0], F;e"s ds) is treated in [18]. 

It should be remarked that for positive <I> the map A 1-+ s(<I>;) is left-
continuous and nonincreasing which follows from the positivity assumption on 
<1>. Compactness of the operators <1>", implies continuity of the map A 1-+ r(<I>;) 
(see [12]). 

(1) Linearization in the nonlinear case. One method used to study stability prop-
erties of equilibrium solutions of nonlinear differential equations is to consider 
the linearization with respect to this equilibrium. This concept has analogues in 
the theory of strongly continuous semigroups. One method is developed by W. 
Desch and W. Schappacher in [9] and we want to apply this in our situation. 

Further results concerning this concept of "linearized stability" are developed 
by G. Greiner [20] and Ph. Clement et al. [6]. We need the following definition: 

Definition 3.13. (a) Let (T(t))I>o be a nonlinear semigroup on a Banach space 
E. An element x E E is called an equilibrium of (T(t))I>o if T(t)x = x for 
all t 2: O. -

(b) An equilibrium x E E is called (Liapunov)-stable iJfor any neighborhood 
U of x there exist a neighborhood V of x such that T(t)x E U for any 
x E V and all t 2: O. If additionally there exists J > 0 and M 2: 0 such that 
liT (t)x - x II :::; Me -t5t , then the equilibrium x is called an exponentially stable 
equilibrium of (T(t))t?o' 

The result of W . Desch and W. Schappacher which we will use is the follow-
ing: 
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Proposition 3.14. Let (T(t))t>o be a nonlinear semigroup on a Banach space E 
and let x be an equilibrium. Suppose that (T(t))t>o is Frechet-differentiable at 
x with S(t) = T'(t ,x) (Frechet-derivative of T(t) at x). (Then (S(t))I>O is 
a linear semigroup.) If the zero solution of the semigroup (S(t))I>O is exponen-
tially stable (i.e. w(S(t)) < 0) then x is exponentially stable with respect to 
(T(t))t'2o· 

To use these results in our case of determining asymptotic properties of the 
nonlinear semigroup (T<I>(t))t'20 we have to find the linearization of (T<I>(t))t'20 
in an equilibrium point J first. We suppose that 0 is an equilibrium solution 
and later on reduce the case of a nonzero equilibrium to this case. 

Proposition 3.15. Let F be a Banach space and let 

E = L I ((-oo,O],F;e'1S ds) 

as usual. Furthermore let <I> be a Lipschitz-continuous map from E into F 
such that <1>(0) = 0 and <I> is Frechet-differentiable in o. Then 0 is an equi-
librium of T<I>(t) and the linearized semigroup of (T<I>(t))t>o is the semigroup 
(T<I>/(0)(t))t'20 where <1>'(0) E £(E ,F) denotes the Frechet-derivative of <I> in 

O. As usual (T<I>/(0)(t))t'20 is the semigroup with generator A<I>/(o/ = f' and 

domain D(A<I>'(O)) = {f E W I •1 : f(O) = [<I>' (O)](f)}. 

Proof. Since <1>(0) = 0 we have T<I>(t)O = 0 by the translation property. To 
show that (T<I>/(0)(t))t'20 is the linearization of (T<I>(t))t'20 in 0 we have to verify 
that for any e> 0 there exists J> 0 such that for all gEE with Ilgll < J we 
have 

Using formula (4) for the linear semigroup (T<I>/(0)(t))t'20 and the nonlinear 
semigroup (T<I>(t))t'20 respectively, we obtain the following estimate. 

IIT<I>(t)g - T<I>/(o)(t)gIIE = [0
00 

IIT<I>(t)g(x) - T<I>/(O)(t)g(X)t dx 

= [: Ilg(x + t) - g(x + t)II F dx 

+ [~II<I>(T<I>(t + x)g) - <1>' (O)[T<I>'(o/t + x)g]IIF dx 

= [~II<I>(T<I>(t + x)g) - <1>' (0) [T<I>'(O)(t + x)g] IIF dx 
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~ i~ 1I<I>(T<I>(t + X)g) - <1>' (0) [T<I>(t + X)g] t dx 

+ 11<1>' (0)11' i~ II T<I>(t + X)g - T<I>/(O)(t + X)gIIE dx 

~ fat 1I<I>(T<I>(S)g) - <1>' (0) [T<I>(s)g] t ds 

+ 11<1>' (0)11' fat II T<I>(s)g - T<I>/(O)(S)gIIE ds. 

Let e > O. Since <I> is Fn!chet-differentiable in 0 with Frechet-derivative 
<1>' (0) , there exists a 01 > 0 such that II T<I>(s)gIIE < 01 implies that 

1I<I>(T<I>(s)g) - <1>' (0) [T<I>(s)g] IIF ~ ell T<I>(s)gIIE for all 0 ~ s ~ t. 
By the continuity of the map g 1-+ T<I>(s)g there exists 00 such that IlgilE < 
00 implies that II T<I>(s)gIIE = II T<I>(s)g - T<I>(s)OIIE < 01 for all 0 ~ s ~ 
t. Then Ilgil E < 00 implies that II T<I>(s)gIIE < °1 , but this implies that 
1I<I>(T<I>(S)g) - <1>'(0) [T<I>(s)g] t ~ e IIT<I>(s)gIIE for all 0 ~ s ~ t as we noted 
above. 

Thus we get by the above estimate that 

IIT<I>(t)g - T<I>/(O)(t)gt 

~ M· fa' IIT<I>(s)g - T<I>/(O)(s)gt ds + fa' e '1IT<I>(s)gIIE ds 

~ M· fat IIT<I>(s)g - T<I>/(O)(s)gt ds + e· t· e11<I>IIL;p' Ilgll 

~ M· fa' IIT<I>(S)g - T<I>/(o)(s)gIIE ds + a(t). 

where a(t) = e . t . e11<I>I!L'P' Ilgll and M = 11<1>' (0) II. 
By the lemma of Gronwall we thus have 

II T<I>(t)g - T<I>/(O)(t)gt ~ a(t) + M . fa' eMU - s) a(s) ds 

= e . t . e11<I>IIL,p' Ilgll + M . fat eMU - s) e . s . e11<I>IIL;Ps Ilgll ds 

~ e(C1 + C2) Ilgll 
for constants C1 • C2 (depending on t). 

This shows that for all g with II gil < 00 we have 

IIT<I>(t)g - T<I>/(o)(t)gIIE ~ e(C1 + C2) Ilgll . 
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In other words T<I>'(O)(t) is the Frechet-derivative of T<I>(t) in o. By our gen-
eral considerations in §2 we know that (T<I>'(O)(t))r::::o is a strongly continuous 
semigroup. Thus we have that (T<I>'(O)(t))t::::o is the linearized semigroup of 
(T<I>(t))t::::o in the equilibrium o. 0 

4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF (T<I>(t))t::::O AND FINAL REMARKS 

In the previous section we studied diverse properties of (T <I> (t) ) t >0 under 
conditions posed on the operator CI>. Here we want to state a convergence 
result which is the direct consequence of these properties as it is discussed in 
more detail elsewhere (see for example [32, Sections B-IV, 2 and C-IV, 2]). 
Eventually we will mention some examples where these results can be applied. 

First we consider the case where CI> E 2(£ ,F) is a linear positive operator 
from £ into F . For nonpositive operators one can apply these results to a ma-
jorizing semigroup, resp. to the modulus semigroup, instead. Secondly we state 
a result for the nonlinear case which uses Proposition 3.14 and Proposition 3.15. 

Our main result in the linear case is the following. 

Theorem 4.1. Let F be a Banach lattice, £ = L 1 (( -00,0], F; e'1S ds) and <I> E 
2(£ ,F) a positive linear operator. Furthermore assume that CI> 0 Ao has a 
continuous extension from E into F. Suppose <I> is compact, strictly positive 
and that the operators <1>,\ E 2(F) given by <I>,\x = <I>(i·x) are irreducible for 
large A. Suppose s(A<I» > -17. Furthermore assume that At-> r(<I>,\) is a strictly 
decreasing map from (-17,00) to IR. Then the following assertions hold: 

(1) There exists a unique real number ..1.0 > -17 satisfying r(<I>,\o) = 1. This 
number ..1.0 coincides with the spectral bound s(A<I» = w(A<I». 

(2) There exists a strictly positive projection P of rank 1 such that 
lie -'\ot T<I>(t) - PII :::; Me -ot for suitable constants J> 0, M ~ 1 and all 
t ~ o. 

Remarks. (a) It is possible to weaken the strong positivity assumption on <1>. 
Indeed the same assertions hold under the assumptions of Proposition 3.8 which 
assure the irreducibility of (T<I>(t))t>o. 
(b) Let <I> be a weakly compact operator and F be a Banach lattice such that 
£ = L 1 (( -00,0], F; ells ds) is a Banach lattice with the Dunford-Pettis property 
(thus especially for F = L 1 (X, L, fl.) , see also [35, Chapter 11.9]). Under these 
assumptions the conclusions of Theorem 4.1 remain true. This can be verified 
using the fact that in Banach spaces with the Dunford-Pettis property the power 
T2 of a weakly compact operator T is compact in the strong topology as well. 
(For more details see [35 and 1].) 
(c) The assertion (2) of Theorem 4.1 can be formulated in the following way: 
There exists a 0 =f. c E [L 1 (( -00, 0], F; e'1S ds)]' and a quasi-interior element g 
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of L 1 (( -00,0], F; e'/s ds)+ such that 

(11 ) ,1.01 ,1.0 1 Ttf)(t)f = c(f)e g + o(e ) for t ~ 0 and each fEE . 

For the corresponding Cauchy problem this means that there exists an exponen-
tially steady state with intrinsic growth constant .1.0 (see for example [31 and 
43] for this notation). 
(d) The standard way to use Theorem 4.1 is to show that there exists .1.0 > 0 
such that r(<I>Ao) = 1 in order to conclude that s(Atf)) = .1.0 ' This can very 
often be accomplished by showing that r(<I>o) > 1 and thus the monotonicity 
of A I-t r(<I>A) shows the existence of .1.0 > 0 satisfying r(<I>Ao) = 1 . In contrast 
to "nonpositive" semigroups, here one only has to consider real A. 

In the case where <I> is nonlinear but Lipschitz-continuous we can formulate 
the following result. 

Proposition 4.2. Let E = L 1 (( -00,0], F; e'/s ds), where F is a Banach lattice. 
Let <I> be a Lipschitz-continuous map from E into F. Suppose that there 
exists a linear operator 'I' E 5f(E ,F) such that 1<1> fl ::; 'l'lfl for all fEE. 
Furthermore let 'I' satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. Then 

( 12) 
Proof. By Proposition 3.10 we have that I Ttf)(t)fl ::; T'I'(t)lfl for all fEE, t ~ 
O. Moreover we know that there exists g E E+ ,c E (L1((-00,0), F;e'/s ds))' 
such that T'I'(t)f = c(f)iOI g + o(iot ) for t ~ 0 and each fEE, thus 

I~~ lie -,1.0 1 Ttf)(t)fll ::; I~~ lie -,1.0 1 T'I'(t)lflli 

::; IIc(lf/)gll ::; M ·lIfli 

or equivalently that 

More detailed information can be obtained by using the "linearized stability" 
result of Proposition 3.14. 

Proposition 4.3. Let F be a Banach lattice, E = L 1 (( -00, 0], F; e'/s ds) and let 
<I> be a Lipschitz-continuous map from E to F such that <1>(0) = 0 and <I> 
is Frechet-differentiable in O. Let '1':= <1>' (0) E 5f(E ,F) denote the Frechet-
derivative of <I> in O. Suppose the semigroup (T'I'(t))t>o is uniformly exponen-
tially stable, that is w( T'I'(t)) < O. Then the zero-equilibrium of the nonlinear 
semigroup (Ttf)(t))t20 is exponentially stable. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Propositions 3.14 and 3.15. D 

Remark. 1. The assertions on <1>, that is the Lipschitz-continuity and the 
Frechet-differentiability in 0, are satisfied, for example, under the assumption 
that <I> is everywhere Frechet-differentiable and <1>' is uniformly bounded. 
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2. Let 'P = <1>'(0) , then r('Po) < 1 implies that s(A'I') < 0, since A f--t r('P}) 
is a decreasing function. Thus, if 'P is positive and if w(A'I') = s(A'I') which 
is true for many positive semigroups (see [32]), then r('Po) < 1 is sufficient to 
show exponential stability of the zero-equilibrium. 

To allow nonzero-equilibria, we consider the space E = L I (( -00,0], F; e'!s ds) 
where 1'/ > O. Let n denote the function in L 1(( -00,0], IR, e'!s ds) which is 
the constant 1, thus n(s) = 1 for all s E (-00,0]. Observing the fact that 
nonzero-equilibria of the nonlinear semigroup (Tct>(t))t20 are generally of the 
form J = n ® x , where x is an equilibrium of the operator <1>0 on F , that is 
<l>ox = <1>( n ® x) = x , one can deduce this case from the above situation. 

Indeed let J = n ® x be an equilibrium of (Tct>(t))t20' thus Tct>(t)J = J. 
Define S(t) by S(t)h = Tct>(t)(h + f) - J for h E E. Clearly (S(t))t>o is a 
strongly continuous semigroup as well and S(t)O = O. First we will show that 
S(t) = T$(t) where cj) is a map from E into F defined by iPh = <I>(h+ f)-x. 
Secondly we use Proposition 4.3 to show local stability of the equilibrium J. 
We have to show that (S(t))t20 satisfies the translation property (4) with respect 
to the operator iP. The following holds: 

S(t)h(s) = Tct>(t)(h + f)(s) - f(s) 

{ (h+f)(t+s)-J(s) ift+s<O, 
- <I>(Tct>(t+s)(h+f))-x ift+s~O, 

= {h(t+s)+J(t~S)-J(S) ift+s<O, 
<I>(S(t+s)h+f)-x ift+s~O, 

{ h (t + s) if t + s < 0 
by the definition of cj) . 

- iP(S(t+s)h) ift+s~O 

Thus S(t) = T$(t) and hence 

Tct>(t)h = T$(t)(h - f) + J. 

It is clear that <I> is Lipschitz-continuous, resp. Frechet-differentiable, if <I> has 
this property. Furthermore iPo = <I>(f) - x = 0, thus 0 is an equilibrium of iP. 
We can apply Proposition 4.3 to the semigroup (T$(t))t20 and o~tain a local 
stability result for (T$(t))t20 under the appropriate conditions on <1>, resp. <1>. 
Since the Frechet-derivative of <I> in n ®x is identical to the Frechet-derivative 
of iP in 0 we altogether obtain the following result. 

Theorem 4.4. Let F be a Banach lattice, E = L I (( -00,0], F; e'!s ds) and <I> be 
a Lipschitz-continuous map from E to F. Let x E F such that <1>( n ® x) = x 
and let 'P := <1>'( n ® x) E 2(E, F) denote the Frechet-derivative of <I> in 
n 0 x. Suppose the semigroup (T'I'(t))t>o is uniformly exponentially stable, 
that is w(T'I'(t)) < 0, then the equilibrium n ® x of the nonlinear semigroup 
(T ct> (t) ) t 20 is exponentially stable. 
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After having developed this general situation we will give some examples-
one in some detail-where these results can be applied. There are at least three 
classes of equations which fit directly into this setting. 

(a) Population equations, 
(b) Renewal equations, 
(c) Volterra equations. 

(a) Population equations. The starting point of many population models is an 
age-dependent nonlinear population equation whose formulation goes back to 
Sharpe-Lotka [36] and reads as follows: 

a a 
at n (t . a) + aa n (t . a) = -/1 (a • P (t ) ) n (t . a) . 

( 13) 
n(t .0) = 1000 p(a. P(t))n(t . a) da. 

n(O. a) = no(a). 

P(t) = 1000 n(t . a) da. 

If we neglect the death rate /1, that is, if we consider (13) for /1 = 0, then we 
end up with the Cauchy problem corresponding to the translation semigroup 
(T<J>(t))t?:o with generator A<J>' where <I> is IRn -valued and given by 

<1>(/) = 1000 p (a. fooo f(a)da)f(a)da. 

(Here F = IR nand E = L I (IR + • IR n). Notice that here we consider functions 
on IR+ instead of IR_ .) 

If we include a nonzero death rate /1 in (13), then the solutions of this 
Cauchy problem again form a nonlinear semigroup (T<J>.Jl(t))t?:o on the space 
of initial functions. Moreover the "translation property" (formula (4) from §2) 
now reads as 

{ 
f(a - t)e - f-, Jl(r .P(tlldr if a - t ~ O. 

T (t)f(a) = a 

<J>.Jl <I>(T<J>.Jl(t-a)f)e-foJl(r.p(t))dr ifa-t:::;O. 

This example is intensely studied, e.g. in [34 and 42], and thus we are not 
giving any details here. Instead, we will give a list of possible operators <I> 
from E = L I (IR + . IR n) to IR n arising in population dynamics (see [42] for 
details). 

(a) <1>(/) = fooo P(Pf)y(a)f(a) da, 
(b) <I>(f) = fooo p(a. Pf)f(a) da, 
(c) <1>(/) = fooo p(a)g(a. f(a)) da, 
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where Pf = fooo f(s) ds. Here the corresponding "linearizations" (again near 
equilibrium solutions of the form J = TI ® x satisfying <1>( TI ® x) = x) are 
given by 

(a') <1>' (J)(f) = p' (P J)Pf fooo y(a)J(a) da + P(P J) fooo y(a)f(a) da. 
(b') <1>' (J)(f) = fooo 82P(a, P J)J(a) da . (Pf) + fooo p(a ,P J)f(a) da. 
(c') cI>'(J)(f) = fooo p(a)82g(a ,J(a))f(a) da. 

(b) Renewal equations. As already remarked in the introduction first deriva-
tives and equivalently translation semigroups are closely related to renewal, 
resp., delay equations. 

Let F be a Banach space and let E = L 1 (( -00,0], F; e'1s ds). For a function 
u E X where X = na<oo L 1 (( -00, a] ,F ,e'1S ds) we denote by u, the function 
U,EE=L 1((-00,0],F;e'1S ds) for which u,(s)=u(t+s) for all s::;O. Thus 
u, describes the "history" of the state function u at time t and is considered 
as a function on lR_ . 

We call a renewal equation a functional equation of the form 

( 14) 

where cI> is a Lipschitz continuous operator from E to F . Thus u is a function 
with values in F which is Bochner integrable on every interval [0, a]. The 
connection between (14) and the translation semigroup (Tct>(t)),>o studied in 
§§2 and 3 is given by the formula -

( 15) 

This connection uniquely defines the semigroup (Tct>(t)),>o for a given solu-
tion of the renewal equation (14) and vice versa. Using this correspondence 
the asymptotic behavior of solutions of ( 14) can be determined by studying the 
asymptotic behavior of the semigroup (Tct>(t)),>o' Such questions have been 
discussed in [45 and 44]. The class of equations-of the form (14) includes very 
different examples. As studied by G. F. Webb [44] cell population equations 
with age and size structure can very often be reformulated to yield such a re-
newal equation. To do so one has to consider operators <I> from E into F 
(where F is a function space on lR+) given by 

(16) <I>(qJ)(X) = 2 roo roo k(s(a ,x), u)g(s(a ,x)) 10 10 g(x) 
. f(a ,s(a ,x))J1(a, s(a, x)) qJ( -a)(u) du da , 

or 
(17) 

<I>(qJ)(x) = 41000 g(S;~~)X)) f(a, s(a, x))J1(a, s(a, x))qJ( -a)(2s(a, x)) da. 

(See [44] for the choice of an appropriate state space F, resp., E and for the 
choice of the parameter functions k, g , f ,J1 and s.) 
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A related example is a cell cycle model which is formulated and investigated 
by O. Arino and M. Kimmel in [28 and 2]. Their model leads to an equation 
of the form (14), where cI> is given by 

(18) <l>(qJ)(x) = 1000 k(x,a)qJ(q(x))(a)da. 

Here an appropriate choice for the Banach space F is F = L\IR+). This 
model fits into our situation and the mathematical discussion simplifies consid-
erably (see also [18]). A detailed analysis of this model using the results from 
§§2 and 3 will be done separately elsewhere. 

(c) Volterra equations. We want to discuss in a little more detail how Volterra 
equations (linear and nonlinear) with infinite delay match our situation, and 
how they are connected to translation semigroups. 

We start with the linear case. Let F = L I (X, L, fl) where (X, L, fl) is a 
a-finite measure space and consider as usual E = L 1(( -00,0], F; erJs ds). It is 
well known that E is isomorphic to L I (( -00 , 0] x X ,~ 0 L, v 0 fl). (Here 
~ denotes the Borel algebra on (-00, 0] and v = erJs ds .) 

Let {K(s): s ? O} be a strongly continuous family of bounded linear opera-
tors on F and define <l>: E ---> F by 

(19) cI>f = [°00 K(-s)f(s)ds. 

Assume furthermore that <l> 0 Ao has a continuous extension from E to F. 
We consider the renewal equation from the previous example 

(20) u(t) = cI>(ut ) , Uo = qJ. 

An easy manipulation of the right-hand side of (20) using the special form of <l> 
given in (19) leads to the following Volterra equation with values in the Banach 
space F and with an infinite delay: 

(21) u(t) = !~oo K(t - s)u(s) ds for t > 0, 

u(t) = qJ(t) for t ~ O. 
Let us now make the following assumptions concerning the operator family 
{K(s): s ? O}. For almost all s ? 0 let K(s) be positive and linear and 
IK(s)fl ~ Klfl for fEE, where K is a weakly compact linear operator on 
F. Furthermore we assume that the operators K(s) for s ? 0 are irreducible 
(see Definition 3.6). 

One easily verifies that the operator defined by formula (19) is linear, positive 
and bounded. Moreover the operator <l> inherits the following properties from 
the operator family {K(s): s ? O} . 

Lemma 7. The operator <l> as defined in (19) is weakly compact and strictly 
positive. Furthermore the operators cI>;. E 2'(F) defined by cI>;.x = cI>(e;. 0 x) 
for x E F (see beginning of§3) are irreducible. 
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Proof. Since <Pf = J~ooK(-s)f(s)ds we have 

1<1> fl :::; iOoo K( -s)lf(s)1 ds:::; iOoo Klf(s)1 ds = K iOoo If(s)1 ds. 

Since K is weakly compact the right-hand side of this inequality defines a 
weakly compact operator from E to F. Hence we conclude that <P is ma-
jorized by a weakly compact operator and thus is weakly compact as well. (See 
[1] for this and other results concerning operators dominated by weakly compact 
operators. ) 

The strict positivity of <I> is a consequence of the irreducibility of the opera-
tors K(s). Let f E E+, f =f. O. Then there exists a set M with positive mea-
sure such that f(s) > 0 whenever s EM. Thus <l>f = f~ooK(-s)f(s)ds > 0 
by the irreducibility of K( -s) for s EM. 

Recalling the definition of <1>;, where A > 0 we have for our particular <I> 
that 

<I>;,x = iOoo e;'s K( -s)x ds for x E F , A> 0 . 

If K(s) is irreducible for all s 2 0 we have for x E F + ,x =f. 0 and x' E 
F~ ,x' =f. 0 that 

(<I>~x ,x') = iOoo'" iOoo is, ... iSn(K(-sl) .. ·K(-sn)x ,x')dsn ···ds1 > 0 

since (K(s)nx, x') > o. 0 

Remark 4.5. In order to satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3.8 we need 
a less restrictive assumption on the operator family {K(s): s 2 O}. Assume 
that for all So 2 0 there exists s 2 So such that for any x E F +' x =f. 0 and 
x' E F~, x' =f. 0 we have (K(s)x, x') > O. Then it is straightforward to show 
that the assumptions of Proposition 3.8 are satisfied and thus the semigroup 
(TCf>(t))t>o is irreducible. 

If we -combine the result of this lemma with Theorem 4.1 we obtain 

Proposition 4.6. Let the same assumptions hold as in the preceding discussion 
(including the assumption either of the lemma or the remark). Suppose further-
more that s(ACf» > -1]. Then there exists a strictly positive unique real number 
AO > -1] satisfying r(<P)) = 1 such that AO = s(ACf»' Moreover there exists a 
strictly positive projection P of rank 1 such that lIe-;'otTCf>(t) - PII :::; Me- ot for 
suitable constants t5 > 0, M 2 0 and all t 2 O. 

EXAMPLE. A simple example for the above described type of Volterra equa-
tion is given if K(s) = k(s)K, where K is a weakly compact operator and 
s f--+ k(s) is a uniformly continuous, bounded map from IR+ to IR+ with 
unbounded support. 
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Let us now consider nonlinear operators <I> of the form given in formula (19) 
which analogously as in the linear case leads to a Volterra equation with infinite 
delay. 

Again let E = L 1(( -00,0], F; e"s ds) and let 1J > O. A possible choice for 
the operator <I> is 

(22) <P(f)= [°00 K(-s)g(s,f(s))ds, fEE, 

where g is a continuous function from (-00,0] x F into F which is Frechet-
differentiable in the second variable and has a uniformly bounded derivative 
D2g(s ,x). The assumptions on g assure the Lipschitz-continuity of <P, thus 
the existence of a nonlinear semigroup (T<t>(t))120 (see Theorem 2.3). 

If we want to consider the linearization of <P in J = n ® x for x satisfying 
x = J~oo K( -s)g(s ,x) ds we obtain that <p' (1)(f) = J~oo K( -s)f(s) ds where 
K( -s) = K( -S)D2g(S ,x). Here D2g denotes the Frechet-derivative of g in 
the second variable. By Proposition 3.14 and Proposition 3.15 the investigation 
of this linear operator 'P := <p' (1) from E to F and of the corresponding 
semigroup (T'¥(t)) 120 leads to results on the asymptotic properties of the equi-
librium solution J in the sense of Theorem 4.4. 

As a last special case let us consider functions g such that g(s, x) does 
not depend on s. Thus we consider functions g(s, x) = h(x) where h is a 
continuously Frechet-differentiable function. 

Furthermore let K(s) be an operator family satisfying the assumptions of 
Proposition 4.6 and assume that Sf---; K(s) is integrable and that 

(23) 

Again let J be an equilibrium of (T<t>(l))120' thus J = n ® x, where 

x = [°00 K(-s)h(x)ds. 

Let 'P = <1>' (1) be the Frechet-derivative of <P in J. Thus 'P is given by 

'P(f) = h' (x) . [°00 K( -s)f(s) ds , fEE. 

Thus 'P is a positive operator whenever h' (x) ~ O. If h' (x) < 0, then the 
operator -'P is positive. In particular 'P is dominated by -'P = I'PI. 

Under these assumptions the results by O. Diekmann and S. A. Van Gils 
discussed in [31, Section VI.3] for a real valued equation of this form carry 
over to our situation. Since the "characteristic equation" from equivalence (10) 
becomes 
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if h' (x) ~ 0, the spectral radius r('I'o) = 1 given in formula (23) determines 
whether the unique real solution (if it exists) ,1.0 = s(A,¥) of r('I';) = 1 is less, 
equal or bigger than O. From this we can conclude (using Theorem 4.4) the 
following: 

(i) If h'(x) > 1, then s(A,¥) > 0 and thus J is unstable. 
(ii) If 0 :::; h' (x) < 1 then s(A,¥) < 0 and thus J is asymptotically stable. 
(iii) If -1 < h'(x) < 0 then w(A,¥) :::; w(A1'¥1) = s(A1'¥1) < 0, by Proposi-

tion 3.10, and thus J is asymptotically stable. 
(iv) If h' (x) < -1 then the information is not sufficient to decide whether 

J is stable or not. 
These properties are only a first step to the discussion of stability properties 
of equilibria J. Nevertheless, the discussion in [31] shows nicely how, in 
more special cases, a detailed analysis can uncover much information about the 
bifurcation properties of steady states and periodic solutions. 

Thus an investigation of concrete examples in our Banach space valued setting 
is rather promising and may be the topic of further investigations. 
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